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Although recent declines in the performance of high school students on national college entrance
tests can be attributed to a multitude of factors, states are pinning some of the blame and most of their
hopes for cure on the elementary and secondary schools and the system that prepares and certifies
school teachers and administrators.

States throughout the country are considering changes in the teacher education/certification pro-
cess, spurred by discouraging news, such as the report that over half the teachers in one school district
failed to pass a basic competency test and that less than five percent of the teacher education grad-
uates from some colleges are passing the certification examination.

Teacher education/certification can be viewed as a "pipeline process," and if the goals of better
teaching and better learning are to be achieved, then a number of improvements need to be made
along that pipeline, not just the addition of an examination for prospective teachers at the end of the
process.

Comprehensive state plans to improve teacher education/certification need to be developed within
a realistic time span. The most effective plans may:

+ provide for screening of candidates for teacher education programs;

+ produce a test of teacher competencies with cutoff scores that are understandable and acceptable
to the layman;

+ involve currently employed teachers and administrators in planning;

+ enlist the cooperation of all segmerkts of higher education, not just teacher du ation programs and
statewide agencies;

+ devise ah evaluation system for student arid intern teachers that is ilisdlated from local pressures
and !hat includes a well-trained team ofivaluators; -

+ inform teacher education programs of.the weaknesses identified by competency tests and student
teacher evaluations, so that curricular modifications can be made;

+ direct special attention to the adverse effects that teacher competency examination programs may
have initially on black teacher candidates and provide beefed-up skills. development programs;

fund'a supportive research program to judge how well the pipeline changes are working:

)-+- improve salaries and working conditions for teachers to increase and, ward.quajity;
. ,

+ rvcog9ize the need for school principals to be trained in the evaluation of quality teaching.r
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Foreword
"wall*

14,

One of higher education's major resgonsibilities is prep ring teachers, counselors and administrators
tor the public schools. One-fifth of all bachelor's degrees and a boat hallof all master's degrees awarded
in the South each year come in the field of education.

State legislatures 'n the South arc calling for irnprovema .4ih, he process that prepares and certifies
tcachers as one way to increase performance of ekmcntarandecondary school pupils, Recently, the
Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) callea together rsons involved in these proposed
teacher education changes to discuss their efforts and commission'4 this paper by, Robert E Stoltz,
\,ice-chancellor for academic affairs of Western Carolina tAiversity. . Stoltz, who has wide expe-
rience in the design of tests of teache. 'competency, is convinced that tts alone will rrot suaravtee
improved teaching, and in this report makes a number of suggestionforchg throughout the teacher
educalion, certification process.

Over the past 30 years, SR EB has bt.kn concerned with a number -01 aspects pgcacher education.
SR El3'efforts,have helped develop special curriculum for the teachers of exceptional children,,. design
master of arts in teaching programs to help stern the leacher education shortage 'of the early 1960s, and
estirnate the teacher,lupply and demand outlook for the Seventies and Eighties. We tiope this repoit will
assist states injheir effores to improve the quality of teacher preparation and service.

Winfrea I., Godwin
President



The Teacher Pipelhie and
ality Control

"Pipeline process" and "quality control" are not everyday terms in tpe world of teacher education and.
certification: Since the 1950s, when Organizational and, bodgeting models were borrowed from busines
and 'layered onto the ,publie schools. processional educators have had an aversion to embracing the
language of commerce to describe their activities, Nevertheless, pipeline and quality control may well,be
the most appropriate terms to describe the movement today to make sizable char,tges in that rather

, entrenched process called teacher certifiCation.

The movement.heas a national base. One recent survey teposted that changes in the ieacher certitica-
tion process ate being corOdered.or have already Eieen established by legislatures and state departments
of education in, Arizona, Colora,do, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan,
Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina. Oregon, South Carolina, Jetinessee, Vermont, And Virginia.
Add to this list the number of individualschool districts that.*implemeitting changes in the ways they
selecr prospective teachers and or thf?ir retention practices. anti you have considerable evidence of a
next-to-national phenomenon. Put the movement is particularly visibleittd well-developed, among the
SREB's'tates. Alterations in the teacher education, certificatiorl process in five of these states are
spotlighted here, not as preferred modek of what other' might do.,dbut to illustrate the variety of"
approaches already tak&.

Why Make Changes?
Why the sudden interest in the matter ot teacher-certification? What sparked it? To some degree these

questions must be answered a bit differently for each state, but behind all lie som, ,:ommorontecedents,
o get at the primary reasons. requires only the application of simple logic, triggered by some anecdotal

evidence that defends that choice of logic. buttressed by some small-scale but, timely resea rch that adds
its own special support and note of urgency. Quite simply, if test scores on nationaHy,notmed college
admissions tests are falling, as they have been, then iT it reasonable to conclude that all of the blamel
should be borne b the students themselves, their iarridi(!s, WIC" fabric of society? Isn't it jiist as
reasonable to believe that a share of the blame should rest with schools and teachers? And, when ,;ve get
to teachers. isn't it possible that in this latter group there might be some who are weak or downright
incompetent? If a state administers a competency test to all of its prospective high school graduates and
finds that unacceptably large numbers are failing the test. isn't'it quite possible that poor teaching might
ha -\ e been a contributor to that lailure?

4h

In response to court ;.,ctions, some states conducted what seemed to be sensible, even if quick and
rough, validity studies of the National Teachers Examination ( NT E) a widely used measure of what
t'eachers should know about the functions of teaching, developed by the Educational Testing Services
(E I S). As a direct consequence of one of these studies. the state is able to generate cutoff scores which,
according to ihe professionals participating in the validating studies, should sort out those who are
know ledgeabk in their teaching discipline from those who are not. But the sad news is that if these
cutoff scores atc applied to candidates from earliei years or to current candidates, large numbers of
teachers could not reach or pass the cutoff point. Even worse, very few individuals from some particular
colleges v,ould be able to pass. Two general conclusions are often drawn from this collection of data.
First, that many of the teachers certified in the past were probably not very competent in terms of
ndv, led at: ot t heir specialit. And second, that something might be wrong w ith those programs that are

designed and advertised as being able to produce educated teachers Who ought to be able to reach and
pass these cutoff points.



This basicset,of arguments gets further support from several,pkces of test data availabk and given
wide circulnonl Take, for instance. the expeflence in Dallas. School officials there gave the Wesman
Personnel Classification Test to535 first-year teachers. Over one-half failed to.pass a cutoff score
selected by th,e district. Worse, dfficials eimated that the Dalla teachers scored lower than 894 state:
certified teachers who took the test earlier but who were not employed. An additional report Mloywed
group of administrators performed. on the average. even lower than the teachers. When the press ,Eave
wikle publicity to the test results. Dallas offkials sa'd no official cutofthad been established and the data
were being collected for several purposes. Rut, tither for research or for final decisions! the test score
cat was out of the bag, and the scrarfible to e in or- improve began in earnest.

"k\
As if theitest scores, statMics, atcl eveiyday gic weren't enough; there are the situations that strike

the public closest to home---dtrect exposure to a case of questionable teacher competency. In
Louisiana, for example; an obvious spark had its origin in notes local teachers sent honk to parents.
The notes contained numerous grammatical errors in ont widely publicized,case, there was not a single
sentence that did not have a significant error in construction or grammar. la Mobile. Alabama, a
teacher is reported to have written td a parent: "Scott want pass in his assignment at all, he had a poem
and he fell to dt. if." CAllectively. these incidents add support to the suspicion,that has been growing in
legislative halls something is not right with teacher quality. The parents'view of the Matter is usually
clear and to the point. H o w can you expect my son or daughter to learn to write properly if the teacher
ca nnor.1

It would be easy, and-comforting to some professional educators, to dismiss the whole furor over
teacher ceenfication as just another fad. Bnt that-would probably be wrong. There is a leaturcto these
recent changes in the certiCcation process that-Pemoves them from the fad category namely(a strong
direct or imtilied legislative endorsement accompanied by specific statutory requirements, frosted over
with no small amount of quantitative and qualitative reporting requirements.

Aajustrkents:Al9ng the Training Pipeline
- ii wouldgreatly oversimplify the current movement to describe it as solely related to the one-time act
of teacher certification, even though much of the noise and hoopla has been focused on the event of
certilleauon..But, in the more complete and comprehensive approaches, much of the effort and some of
the inost-re\,:isionary attacks are being applied much earlier in time along,the pipeline..' The emerging
logic says that to improve significantly the quality of the prospective teacher force, ;his work must begin
at points along the pipeline, welf in advance of the certification stage. To make this logic clear, lcts take
a quick' look at the sequence of stages through which a prospective teacher must move before final
certification and acceptance into the profession.

We need to begin with the youngster in high school who aspires to beconata,riacher First, the student
must he admitted to a college or% university. At the more seleetive institutions, a certain amount of
screening out takes place at pis point. lf, however, the student begins at a regiOnal state university oral
a local community college, relatively little initial screening occurs, due to the open-door admission
policy ot most ot these institutions. During the first two years, ths typical student takes mostly general
education courses, with only modest specialization possible or encouraged.

At about the end of the sophomore year, the student must be accepted into the teacher education
program. Acceptance usually means that the student has elK-ned at least a "C'average oryCollege work
taken to that point. 'T he rigor of the general education propist m will result in some scriening out of the
academically weaker prospective teachers prior to this point. One would expect that the professional
keacher education courses, offered normally in the last t wo years of college, yould further screen out
prospective teachers, and they do, butio a much lesser degree than the lay person might think. A
common observation of professionals, a perception which on most campuses can be supported by hard
data, is that these professional sequence courses are often not heavily demanding intellectually, and that
the.grading practices of the programs are generous.

In the strong teacher education programs within the contemporary college, the principal screening
step is piobabl the field experience that all prospective student teaChers receive. This controlled and
monitored student eTer fence is olten placed fate in the educational pi ogi 111, pm i mu il f or 0).1
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reasons. Here, depending on the ea re wIth which the teacher training institutions approachThe problerp
of, selecting the teachers and scho9ls with which their jtudents will work, and the emphasis they place on
careful observationsand contact )Sy theirfaculty with the prospective teacher in the field, the first serious
screening of the prospect as a feacher rather tharvas : college student occurs. Failure in this student
teaching assignment usually m ans no iollege recommendation for certification. When the student has
completed all orihe work prescribed by the college and the school or department of .education, he is
granted a degree and recommended for certificalion by either the state department of education or by
the cgollege (the practice differs a bit from state te, state, depending on which is granted the final
certification resoonsibility).
il ..

I

Approved Program Certification: What Most States Have Now
,.

This process', generally known as the approved program apprOach, is the onr used; with local
variations', by all of the SREB states" It gets its name because the college's professitral educational
program must meet with the approval of the state department of education. The approval prosess
begins with the state department laying out 'certification' requirements for the colleges to follow.
Peiiodic checks byeteams of educators fvmed by the state department-of education attempt to insure'
that the coitege has followed the state reqiiTreMents. If the college has done so, its program is approved
and graduates of that program can be recommended for certification with certification almost
completely assured following graduation. .

The requirements for approval have typically covered what subjects or courses would be required,
what the qualifications of faculty teaching the courses should be, what instructional materials and
facilities are needed, thc library resources needed, and the like. Ail adaptation of this approach, but only.
an adaptation, has appeared in recent years in such states as North Carolina where the state department
has issued txte.nsive lists of competencies which teachers should have before being certified, Under this
"competaicy certificsAion" model the colleges are free to offer what courses they wish so long as they
can demonsarate that, through the array of required course offerings and field experiences, the
graduates are able to meet the required competencies. Wtiile intriguing and reasonable on the surface,
the fact of the inatter seems to be that, in practice, the competency approach still resembles very much
the old approvedprogra m approach, Its impact on dramatically changing teaching education programs
has been spotty and often fleeting.

The approach to the problem facing the states then becomes fairly straightforward, once you
understand that there is a pipeline system through which a prospective teacher Must flow before being
stamped "certified." If the aim,is to improve the teachers who are to be certified, then changes must
.occur some*here along the pipeline. Obviously, there are several plases along this four- or five-year-
long process where this is possible. Furthermore, a change in one piece of the pipeline without change in
another may mean no real change at the end.

Don't Just Add A TeSt
The pipeline logic is,not yet fully developed ire most state approaches and thr most recent changes

have centered on the certification stage itself. The most frequently seen alteration is the simple addition
of a test requirement to the old approved program structure. Front and center comes the notion that if
you add a test at thc end of the process (an objective measuremint of what every goodteacher ought to
know to do his work) wouldn't you be more likely 4),insute the quality of individual teachers and in the
process ;nake the teacher education institutions shape up? After all, if it is reasonable to test students to
see if they should get a diploma, isn't it equally reasonable to test a teacher to make sure he knows what
it is he is supposed to teach? The new htydle usually requires thai the prospective teacher take and pass a
test prior to being eligible for certification. The test instruments Rroposed or used vary, reflecting the
different histories of the states with test requirements and their particular concept of minimal skill
requirentents. Other states seem to understand.that this test move. alone, even if well developed and
carefully administered, will not be sufficient to have the full effects they wish on thescale they want.
Consequently, they arc maninulating other segments of the pipeline, principally by inserting additional
routing mechanisms. tighter and more objective quality controls of specific processes within the system
(such as the student teaching period), and loeer and much more carefully scrutinized probationary
periods.

kee
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teacher Surplus or Deficit: The States Call foi.Quality
v.In looking at the "whys" that spurred the movement, it is probably good to dispel two fairly common

notions. Some argue that the effort to insert an additional tough test requiremdnt in the certification
process was to curtail the supply'of new teachers further and, as a consequence, reduce the size of the

. teacher surplus that has been projected for the k980s. While a teacher surplus may have helped
encourage state tiepar inents and legislatures to raise standards for teacher certifici9 ion. there is good
evidence from one state that even a current teacher deficit has not stopped the state law, ijos ing to
tighten up the ptpeline

A ..
The current anticipated teacher produetivity of Georgia higher education institutions

Pis
about 3,000

new teachers for 1978-79, down from previous years. In recent years. Georgia has ne.:eded about 6,000
beeftwing teachers each year tolill annual vacancies. This year the legislature approved some 3,100 new
teacher Positions to strengthen or initiate new programs, largely in the lower srades. Georgia, with its
historically low salary schedule for teachers, has for years been an importer of ke4.chers. But even in the
face of this deficit situation, now 9,000 spaces, fend with only about 3,000 newleachers produced within
the state. Georgia has maintained its competency test requirement for teacher certification. the only
relaxation permitted to date is a provision for an interim period, when a candidate might be offered a
one-yearnon-renewable certificate. This is a temporary loosening only in that the prospective teacher

I ill have to pass the required test before being permitted to teach for a second year.

1 he judgment is that stronger certification requirements are not being designed to cope with the
teacher surplus. In fact, the cpntrary may be the result of the new certification requirements. The gap
between the number of teachers who can meet, the new standards and the number of teachingpositions
requiring those skills may grow rapidly certainly in the short term. The surplus may have helped the
powers-that-be to move, and move now, but the movement was not, designed to eliminate the surplus
alone.

While some has e argued that the rush toward more and tougher hurales was destgnedlo eliminate
black teachers and to close black institutions, thistioes not sec.rn to be a significant lactorin the national
1YRAement. It is true thal the daha emerging from stales % here the new requirements are in place and
operating show gloomy prospects for the black teacher aspirants and Wadi institutions. In Louisiana,
tot example. onl slight l more than hall of the tall term gradita les from,all institutions s ho took the
state 's new established teacher ceraeation test pased: Rut at IWO of the predominantly black
campuses. the percentage ol graduates passing was below live percent. Even sith this gloomy sit uation,
once the goals and intent of the quality improvement effort have been made explicit, the move in most
states has gained the support of substantial portions of the black population and leadership. To black
parents, the damage to that- children from exposure to a less than the best teacher possible may he more
self-evident and erii ical t.han it may he to sonic white parents. In some states, special provisions already
have been made in regulations to provide for and inaintain the racial balance required and needed:

Data Prom one state suggests,.! hat black students at Uhite colleges are more likely to succeed on tests
such ;I'S the NT Eithan are Nattudents at black colleges. Other data indicate that as the word olothe
"teacher sitrplusi spreads. it is the more able students sho are leas ing teacher educat ion programs, not
the less able. Still other studies are reporting that each year wore teachers are leasing the profession
eat her than es er hel ore a sithdrawal bc)iasior sari Ousl explained h> "teacher burnout" 'and
avoidance of growing disciplinary problems within the schools. Nit it all together and this may mean
that greatly increased efforts will be made to recruit and attract black students into improved teacher'
education programs, panic:n*1y at white campuses and necessarily at black campuses if they are to
fend off major enrollment drops. If salaries and working condition& do not improve, the major takers of
jobs as teachers will inerslisingly be those who do not we themselves as having many attractive job
options.

Approaches in FiVe SREB States
4

Now Just what is it that the states have been doing to improve the quahty of the proress that educates
and certifies teachers? A basis tor understanding the dimensions of the sit uabon can he established by
looking at developments in live selected states. J his quick look will not comr all situations or illustrate

4
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all possibilities, but it will lay out sorre case historiethat can be a guide to what is happening. or might
happen, in other states.

Georgia
The Georgia legislature was ready in 1970 to initiate changes in the state teacher certification

practices, The Georgia Department of Education, aware of thisinterest, requested time to develop a
comprehensive plan to address the foncerns identified by the legislature. Eighteen months later, a six-
year plan had been prepared, presented to the legislature, and received legislative endorsement.

Basically. the Georgia plan retains the approved program concept, and, in approving collegiate
programs, gives emphasis o the types of competencies that should be developed in prospective
teachers. The certification approach, however, is described as a "performance-based" model because
emphasis is given to the skills, achievement, and accomplishments of the teacher candidates as they can

be measured by tests or judged and evaluated in field situations.

The eye catcher in the Georgia process is the requirement that a prospective 'teacher must pass a
criterion-referenced test of the basic knowledge in the teaching field for which certification is sought.
Criterion-referenced tests are tests of the material as it would be taught at the grade level being certified.
The first tests were administered in October, 1978, and are scheduled to be offered fourtimes a year at
four or five centers across the state. The first time the tests were given, 81 percent of the persons taking
the tests passed. Georgia officials estimate that it costs about S30,000 to develop a test for each of the 20
specific certification fields. In some certification aras where volume is small, tests may not be

developed because of the high costs per candidate, but panels of experts may bc convened to interview
and review the performance of the teaoher candidates.

t .

Georgia also requires, an on-the-job assessment of each candidate over a three-year period
essentially a long internship or probationary period with extensive evaluation. The State Department
of Education contracted with the University of Georgia to develop a list 01 the basic, or generic,
competencies which a good teacher should pos'ess. After an extended review process. 18 basic
competencies were ;dentified for measurement during the internship period. After teachet candidates
pass the criterion-referenced test, they are issued a non-renewable certificate, valid for three ).ears,

hich perrnits them to enter the internship peocess. Special external evaluation centers have been
established by the State Department. These centers', which are expected to be fully operational by fall,
1980, have the primary responsibility of seeing that each intern teacher is evaluated twice during each
yeas of the internship. At each point, data will be provided from up to six sources: an external evaluator
who is on the staff of the evaluation center; an administrator supervising the candidate in the school: a
master teacher; student reports: a colleague; and possibly an administrator, named by the intern, other
than the one currently supervising the intern. The external evaluator, master teacher,and administrator
will all receive special training in using the evaluation procedures.

In the Georgia approach it is intended that in-service education will be provided the intern teacher
aitd, in large part, will be directed toward weaknesses identified from the criterion-referenced test
results or brought to light in the peribdic evaluations. Successful completion of this process would t hen

lead to certification.

There also are additional screens in the Georgia pipeline. While most Georgia institutions are essen-
tially open door in their admissions process, some arc not. Moreover, in Georgia there is a requirement
in the public colleges and universities that each college student, regardless of major, must take and pass
a test ofaivriting and composition skill prior to entry into the junior year. The "rising junior" test helps
insure that all students entering into th professional education sequence in the colleges have met itt
least a sminirhal skill reqUirement in English composition.

Florida
While no unified and comprehensive plan for modifying the teacher pipeline has beendesignated, the

elements of a ness process directed at individual pipeline points are enierging from specific actions taken
by the state legislature. The first major change was approved by the legislature in 19781 with additional
laws this year. As it now stands. Florida will retain a basic approved program model and a required



score at the 40th percentile on a nationally-formed college entrance examination at. a minimal
requirement (at the sophomore year) for students entering into a college-level teacher education
program However, the State Board of Education is permitted to waive this limit for up to 10 percent of
the applicants. The percentage selected may allow for some discretion in acceptance on an institutional
basis or it may be made mandatory on a systemwide basis. This latter itodification was made when it
became obvious that the 40th percentile alone would greatly curtail the number of minority students
who would be eligible to enter the teacher education programs.

The State Department is charged with developing both general and specialized examinations which
must be passed by graduation before a teacher can be certified. These tests must be ready by July I,
1980. The tests are linked to the process by which college programs are approved by requiring that by
July I, tr982, a state-approved program must have 80 percent or more of its students making passing

, scores cin the certification exams or the college will lose its approved program status, As of this date, the
10 exact format and content of the examinations have not yet been established.

Statutes approved this year require the State Department to look at the possibility of competency
tests in communications and mathematics to be given in the sophomore year of college. The plan calls
for a student to pass these tests before entering into upper-division, work, including the teacher
education professional sequence. 1 his proposed test appears to be markedly similar in concept to the
Georgia "rising junior" examination.

The Florida approach also calls for a one-year, supervised internship. But from here the trail is hard
to follow because no specific model for the internship is proposed. Rather, the State Department, in
consultation with teacher education centers and colleges of education, was given until July 1, 1981, to
explore several models and identify one or more for use. Limited funding is available for model
development and evaluation, and there remain several unanswered questions about the intern models,
such as who, if anyone, pays the student while on the internship,

When finally past all these hurdles, the teacher candidate would be granted a renewable certificate
good for a period not to exceed five years. The language of the statutec is flexible but certainly strongly
implies that, prior to renewal, a practicing teacher would be expected to demonstrate competency

"again. One slight loophole which opened this year permits the substitution of three years of "successful
teaching" for t he internship, but this is not so much an escape hatch as it is a necessary device for dealing
in the short term with the sizable number of prospective teachers Florida attracts each year from other
states who are still neeled to fill Florida vacancies. The substitution is not available to Florida
graduates.

NOrth Carolina
The North Carolina approach is novel because it represents a quietly developed joint effort by the

Board of Governors of the 16-campus University of North Carolina System and the State Board and
State Department of Education. These two key groups adopted a joint resolution setting forth the
outlines of a comprehensive plan to assure quality in the teacher production process. It did not arise out
of a specific set of prior legislative requirements or special actions. The two agencies believe that only
minimal special statutory requirements would be needed to carry out the plan. Independent as their
action has been, there is evidence that, as they approached the problem, both the Board of Governors
and the State Board were aware of growing legislative concern and interest in the matter, and felt their
efforts to get their own act together would be viewed favorably in the state capital.

The joint approach seems to have grown out of the extensive Teacher Education Review Process
(TER P) carried out by the Board of Governors in 1976-77. This was an indepth look into the quality
and productivity of all teacher education programs (some 469) within the system. One of the first results
of the study was the discontinuation of 85 teacher education programs. But another recommendation
growing out of TERP. and perhaps the more far reaching, was for expanded and continuous
communications with the State Department of Education on a number of issues of common interest.
These discussions began quietly and informally, and high on the common interest list was teacher
certification. From these low key discussions grew the broad plan which has now been accepted by both



the Board of Governors and the State Board of Education as a guideline for action, The plan isjust that
at this stage a plan: Much remains to be done to flesh out the plan with specific activities and
instruments and no precise timetable has been established for when the full plan goes operational But
the plan is of considerable interest since it does address the issue clearly as a pipeline 'problem,
emphasizing needed activities at critical steps in the process if the full question of the ability to assure
teacher quality is to be answered.

As now outlined, the plan calls for the following:

Use ot college entrance examination data as both a guidance tool and possibly as a loose /

screen at thc earliest stage of entry into the collegiate program. New freshmen would be'
advised as to their chances for entering into the teacher sequence. completing it success-

fully, and their job prospects upon graduation,

Review and examination of the general education programs of all the university system
oampuses to insure essential coverage and appropriate standards in basic skill areas,

The development of a pre-teacher education screening procedure which would utilize
tests to measure skills in communications and mathematics, along with other general
education subjects. This is not designed to be a one-shot pass/fail procedure; indivki was
failing the screen will have the opportunity to review and try again

The approved program model in its general form would continue, but with more attention
given to spelling out the competencies expected and morc care given to insure that in-
stitutions are taking the appropriate steps so' that their students achieve those

competencies.

A new cooperative approach to the student teaching experience. Special attention would
be given to how student teaching sites are selected, supported, and utilized in concert with

the colleges' instructional programs.

l'he development of a criterion-referenced Ne t of tests to serve as part of the final pre-
service evaluation of leacher education candidates. These tests are not necessarily
thought of as replacing the Ni E but would serve to supplement it. North Carolina tests

will seek to determine if the prospective teacher has the knowledge to achieve the specific
instructional program objectives for the grade levels in question.

Initial certification tor a fixed period of time. probably three years. During this pro-
bationary period, the candidate would be evaluated for both employment and continuing
certification. The plan is not specific at this stage, however, it provides that a careful
coupling of in-service training with the evaluation process be made in order to help the
candidate when areas of weakness arc identified. The repeated recognition of the role that

can be played b the in-service education process would appear to be one of the strengths

ot the North Carolina plan.
The plan concludes with a call tor establishing a number of pilot centers throughout the
state. beginning this next ear, to help define and develop the specific elements called for

in the overall model.

It is too early to say exactly what will emerge in North Carolina as a final process, but in terms of
attempting to conceptualise the problem in its entirety and devise an attack plan on the critical points

along the pipeline with a reasonabk timetable, the planning is cciinmendable.

Before leaving North Carolina it should be mentioned that in an independent action, growing out of

an expert jury panel salidation study of the NT E, there is afloat a proposal to establish new higher NTE

minimum scores. These new higher minimums, set as a result of the validity study, would be reached

mer a four-year period. The new cutoffs will be appreciably above Ihe old standards in most cases. The

significance for some Institut ons can he readil appreciated, tot II these new standards had been
applied to the products of one institution mer the last few ears, oser 95 percent ol its graduates would

ha. e faded.
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Loaislana
The State Superintendent of Public Instruction appears to have taken a strons lead in forming and

establishirj the new look in Louisiana teacher certification. Through his urging, a bill was introduced
hy a sizable number of legislators and pasied in 1977. This billgave, the Superintendent the authority to
select and administer a competency test to individuals seeking certification. The Superintendent was
granted authority to set the minimum passing scores and to choose which test to use within some
general guidelines. The test selected was the NTE. Cutoff scores were set about two standard errors
below the minimums identified by an ETS validity study. Starfing in the fall of 1978, teachers were to
meet these standards to be certified.

Louisiana has also retained the old approved program approach as a part of the process skugmented
ee-year provisional certification for teachers initially certified. Under an accompanying statute,

all continuing teachers, principals, and administrators are to be evaluated at least once a year. During
the initial three-year probationary period, the new teacher is scheduled to receive a carefui evaluation
before a continuing certificate would be granted. However, some reports from around the state
indicated that the current procedure and practices for annual evaluationare unclear and cumbersome,
and it is hard to say just how well this component is working.

Overall in the state only 53 percent of the 1978 fall graduates and 66 percent Of the May graduates
passed the new NTE cutoffs. Large numbers of black students from black institutions failed to achieve
the required score on the test in its initial year. Am ng 211 May graduates, at the predcminantly white
instiutions, 72 percent of the students at the public a11 78 percent at the private institutions passed the
test, whereas at the predoi-ninantly black instituti s only 4 percent of the graduates at public
institutions and 26 percent at private institutions pass4d the test, Modifications made in the statutes in
1979 provide that a local superintendent may be eri1ted to hire, for one year'only, a prospective
teacher who scored within 10 percent of the required tes ere. But at the end of the year, the teacher
would have to pass the test at the minimilm.level. Theseemergency teaching permits may be issued only
during a two-year transitional period ending in 1981.

While higher education may not have played a significant role th the formulation of the current
requirements, public statements by education officials have indicated support far the major features of
the new model certification process.

South Carolina
A few years ago the NTE passing score in South Carolina was raised to levels between 1,000 and

1,100, depending on the area of certification in question, with the reiiiit that about half of the South
Carolina griduates taking the test failed to meet the required level. Worse, in the case of the graduates of
some black colleges, this figure reachA 100 percent failure. This situation spawned a rider on the 1978-
79 appropriations bill in South Carolina. If the State Board of Edutation did not come up with a report
during 1978 which would include the impact of NTE tests and particular score levels on the teacher
supply and demand question and possible alternativesto the NM. the NTE passing score would return
to 975. Under the 1978 requirement a joint House-Senate study committee was created to look into this
matter, and a similar charge was given to the State Department of Education. The current product of
this dual exploration is a bill before the 1979 South Carolina legislature which makes some strong and
wide-ranging recommendations. The "looking into" process also has spawned some sharp exchanges
between members of the Senate and the State Department, a rather uncommon public h:ippening. As of
mid,-July. a bill has passed the Senate but is running into opposition in the House. TheSenate proposal
includes the following recommendations:

Undergraduate students majoring in education/must successfully complete a basic skills
examination before being admitted into the teacher education program.

A South Carolina teaching examinati?n program will be developed to measure the
"cognitive teaching area competencies desired for initial job stsignment." These
examinations shall contain a minimum number of common or general knowledge
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questions. An existing examination may be used or South Carolina may develop its own,
but the exam must be validated and ready for ine no later than July I , 1981.

Procedures will be,developed to evaluate a teacher during a provisional rear of teaching.
Training pro¢rams for insuring observer reliability v. ill be developed. In ilddition, staff
development programs will be developed for persons who teach on a provisional
certificate.

During the provisional year, each provisional teacher will be evaluated at least three
times by a team consisting of a representat:ve of the school district and an evaluation
specialist employed by the Dcpagment of Education.

After successful completion of the one-year provisional period, the teacher may be
employed by a school district for the subsequent year during a one-year contract and
again be evaluated at least two times during the year. Only after both the provisional and

full t under an annual contract shall a teacher teceive a continuing contract.

One of the most interesting provisions of the Senate bill is that the responsibility for doing these
things is run directly delegated to the State Superintendent or the State Department of Education but
rather to a special Educator Improvement Task Force, This task force would prepare, validate, and
administer the tests. Tte State Superintendent of Education would serve as an ex-officio, non-voting
member and chairman of the task force, but a major4 of the task force members would be appointed
by the governor or would be chairmen of key Senate and liouse committees, .

,One factor which sparked the proposed changes is that a teacher in South Carolina can be given
continuous employment rights after only about 65 days as a teacher. Consequently, the lengthening of
the provisional and one-year contract period to a total of two years in an essentially probationary status
represents quite a 'shift in the credentialing process.

Other SREB States
Across the South, other states. are considering or already making moves to get on board the teacher

certification change wagon. Virginia requires every teacher seeking initial certification after July I ,

1980, to take an examination selected by the State Board., In Thnnessee. a subcommittee of the State
Board has recommended that teacher training institutions determine by tests thc competency of
students choosing to enter teacher education programs, the ability to pass another basic teaching skills
test ol the graduation requirements, and develop a one- to three-year internship as a mandatory
requirement pri.or to regular renewable certification. ArkanAaA has begun requiring all prospective
candidates for certification to take the NTE. but as yet wal not use the set minimum passing scores or
cutoffs on thc tests, The Arkansas approach can be viewed as primarily a data-gathering step now, a
possible precursor to a validation effort later.

The list goes on, a nd patterns are changing rapidly. Teacher certification, hich a few years ago could
have been a front runner for the "least likely to move in any direction" a ward, is about to walk off with
I 979's "faster than a speeding bullet" nomination. No one knows whcresit will stop and what the final
configurat;on will be in the various states. Perhaps most important, there is time to shape the outcomes.
The changes may be fast moving, but numerous options are available.

What Have We Learnid?
What Are the Clioices?
Where Should We Be Careful?

Some of the new twists proposed for teacher certification have their counterparts in industry and
sovernment, or have been tried in various locales on smaller scales. It is worthwhile to look at the new
elements and their historical counterparfs and see what observations can be made.
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The plan should be comprehensive.
if the intent is to improve the overall quality of the teaching profession, then a comprehensive plan

not a piecemeal assault is required. Raising scores on the STE alone will probably not ha\ e siiable.
enduring performance effects. So far, no state has such a plan operational, although some are closer
than others, In Georgia, it semains primarily a state department and legislative effort with slight
coordination w ith higher education. In North Carolina. the State Department of Education and the
(o'ei nors of the University System have agreed to draw up a plan. It rnay need to find legklative
support hut, with t his open, rather puhlic, joint beginning, the prospects are' good.

Any state plan must treat The teacher production effort as a process and not an event. For a given level
of quahty or quantity outcome, the point where final certification is granted may not be the most critical
point in the pipeline. Until the state plan shows a clear understanding of the several connections
between linat outcomes and what needs to be done at the college entry point, or the entr point into the
pi olessional teaching education sequence, or in the design, operation, and evaluatiou of the student
teaching experience, the state will probt.ibly end up disappointed in the results 01 its efforts.

Lead time is important.
Without adequate time to get ready, it is usually wasteful, frustrating, and confusing to shift too

'rapidly from one system to another. Also. a shift without adequate preparation tends to increase COSts
and the cost impact is felt sharply and heavily in one short period rather than spread more comfortably
over time. A legislature would be wise to make clear its call for action, its desired results, and its stand on
critical policy issues. Then it must be willing to give the appropriate operating agencies time but not
too much time to generate an operational plan. Haste in some states has not been an auf to rational or
complete development of a workable and reasonably efficient system. Legislative impatience with the
speed that its signals were being read and reacted to has been the root cause of crash efforts later
demanded of state agencies. There are ways for a legislature to show the need for action without it trying
to do all the planning. or planning only partially.

Comprehensive programs will not be cheap.
A program that attempis to deal with the'overall pipeline system will not be cheap. But there aie ways

to spread the COSts over time and arrive at good, strong. and more carefully orchestrated and workable
models. Planners can be asked for cost estimates of carrying out major modification under several
alternative conditions. 1 hen the gains or losses in time and eft ort and outcome can be weighed against
the dollar cost annually or cumulatively overa reasonable lime. Such an approach is not,no% el, but rare
among educational proposals. Requiring it in connection with the teacher pipeline problem might lead
to the wisest and most economical decision making on the part of the legislative policymakers.

Trained evaluators are a wise investment .

lf the quality improvement effort involves the appraisal and evaluation of prospective teachers
during an internship or probationary period, and it seems eminently reasonable that it should, then the
rating forms must be carefully designed and the rater: specially selected and trained for the task. The
Georgia approach seems to recognize this and addresses it directly. Doing it well will not be
inexpensive, but this cost should be laid against the potential cost to the child and society of not having
,this basic step in the teacher preparation process at all or doing it poorly.

Evaluation should he insulated from local pressures.
In designing the internship or probationary component where the prospective teacher is observed

and evaluated in the field, much carAul thought should go into just who should be on the evaluation
team. It seems reasonable that one member might be a master teacher, from the school or district, who
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has had ample opportunity to observe the candidate in school and classroom situations over an
extended period of time. It also seems wise to include in the team at kast one experienced and trained
individual who is from outside the particulur school system in which the internship took place, pouibly
representing the broad interest of the state.

It is no secret that bometown politics and local log tolling can enter into the hiring and retention of
teachers. Sometimes this leads to acquiring good teachers and sometimes not. But tht certification
processa process which carries its meaning across the entire state, and into other statesshould be as
free from local pressures and politics as possible. Each state will design its own process if it moves
toward higher standards for teachers, but any state should want to define and reach its quality standard
by processes that are as objective, unbiased, and neutral in outlook as humanly possible.

Test results should imprpve teacher preparation.
As was noted earlier, the types of tests the states are considering cover quite an array of brands and

kindsfrom the national norm-referenced to the homegrown criterion-referenced variety. Each can
have its place in a well-conceived process leading from assessing initial interest and aptitudes in teaching
to final certification and recertification. But if the student is to benefit from the act of being tested, then
the tests, regardless of their form, should have more than just a little diagnostic slant. Put differently,
after being tested at a craical stage, it should be possible for the student, the training institution, and the
state all to know where the student did well and where the student did poorly. Feedback of scores from
the tests in readily usable and understandable form can aid both the student and the preparing
institution to review methods and allocations of time, and seek to improve procedures.

Developmental programs should be a part of the process.
When large numbers of student's from particular educational institutions fail a test linked to some

major outcome such as certification, some persons are quick to jump to the conclusion that the college
alone is at fault and "has not taught the student anything." Remember, however,that some institutions
by design, intent, or history will and do attract as beginning students individuals whose early elemen-
tary and high school preparation was very weak and whose home support system was frail. The colleges
that receive most of these students often add a great deal to what the students know when they leave and
help them expand greatly what they can do, In the standard four-year period, these students may not be
at the level that others can reach more easily, but the institution must insist on a competitive standard
of excellence at the point of graduation.

In addition, some of these presumably weaker students will have the attitudes and temperament, the
patience and concern, required in many situations to make a truly effective teacher. To cut them off
prematurely from a teaching career may be to deprive the state of some very good, potential teachers,
As a consequence, any effort to improve overall quality by very tight screening at the front end should
be coupled with strong skills developed programs to enable individuals initially screened out on
achievement grounds to have an opportunity to develop the skills necessary to pass on to the next level.

There is more to being a good teacher than intellectual problem-solving skills alone. Anygood pipeline
system must recognize this.

Teachers should be involved.
As states move to improve quality by adjusting the screens and treatments along the pipeline, they

will need to enlist the support of many groups. Chief among these will be the teachers thenuelves, both
current and prospective. One should except some opposition, although to date thit organized
opposition in the SREB states has not been particularly strong. Experience in those states which have
moved further along the path of change in the certification process suggests that key ingredients of d
successful developmental plan include:

evidence of involvement for teachers in the design and operation of the plan;
recognition that most present teachers are competent and dedicated;
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emphasis on the notion that as the pipeline is improved, one of the gains for all teachers
w ill ha strengthened education programs which will lead to broadened career
opportunities.

It is too easy in publicizing the new approach to stress the screening out aspects of the new process
and forget that a major positive outcome for all who move through the pipeline successfully is a richer
array of career opportunities. both initially and over a lifetime.

Test scores must be understood by the public.
One of the most important and difficult tasks is that of determining what the cutting scores will be on

the tests that are to be iffserted into the process. The several situations where the Educational Testing
Service has carried out validity studies of the NTE are excellent examples of the problem. ln-ttsponse to
court actions, a need arose for states to carry out quickly validation studies of the NTE if ate states
wished to defend current or continued use of the tests.

The validation model used by ETS in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Louisiana, for example,
is acceptable in theory, efficient in time, and has a defensible logic. As it has emerged in practice,
however, it leaves much ;to be desired. Basically, it is a "jury" or "expert panel" model in which
experienced teacher educators judge how well their students would do on the tests. From these
judgments. it is possible to make estimates of the scores that migh: be made by hypothetical typical
students who are competent in their specialiied area. These scores are usually lowered by two or more
standard errors of measurement.

When this process is completed, a problem arises'. The results are difficult for many professionals to
accept rationally and usually boggle the mind of the layman. To illustrate, reported data from
Louisiana indicate that a person would have to rank in the top half of all national graduates in order to
be certified to teach in Physical Education, while a person seeking certification to teach English would
only have to score between the lOth and 25th national percentiie ranks. From the statistician's
viewpoint, this is d condition rationally arrived at and explicablebut from the public view hard to
understand or accept. The long and short of it is that the setting of cutting scores is a serious and
extremely important task. It requires good statisticians, carefully selected experts, and common sense
to select a validation model and set up a final array of some score levels to make pub!ic. Great care
should be taken in how it is done, who does it, and how the results will be reported and used. Cutting
scores on statewide certification examinations not only has to be professionally done but publicly
understandable and acceptable.

Alla

Give a "second chance" op the tests.
The effort to improve the process by inserting tests as screening or guiding devices along the w-y

should always be accomplished by provision for prospective students or candidates to retake the
examinations. No test is so good that a single 'performance on the test should direct a student
unalterably down one route rather than another. Casual retaking of the examinations can be readily
controlled by the price set for taking the examinations, by establishing required waiiing periods before
retaking, or similar policies alone or in combination.

Improve student teaching and internship experiences,
Great care should be taken in studying and evaluating alternative models around which to build

student teaching and internships. Kcy ingredients of strong programs are:

How the schools and classrooms to serve as field sites for student teaching or internships
are selected to get the best teachers you will want them to learn under the best teaching
models, not the most convenient o; expedient.
How master teachers are identified, trained, and rewarded good teachers, just as good
surgeons dr lawyers, should learn under a pro, but a pro who can teach a novice,
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How school administrators are trained for their roles in supervising teaching.
How evaluation teams are composed and trained; how they report: and to whom they
report. This means an mdepenitent process, free of politics, and one that backs up
judgments with data,
The process-by which standards for successful completion of student teaching or intern-
ships are established. Extremely important here is the way in which these standards will be
monitored to insure that they are reasonably equivalent across the state, The whole new
structure could collapse rather quickly if it became obvious that certification in one
locality was bzsed on a notion of professionalism that was considerably lower than one
used in another part of the state.
The design of the in-seTviee program tht will accompany this-Teriod ofstructured field
experience. Early evaluatiohs should identify weas of need or weakness and the in:service
education should be keyed to helping prospective teachers overcome these weaknesses,

What about teaching the test"?
An argument frequently raised against moving in the directipn of adding a test requirement to the

teacher education process is that doing so will lead to a standardization of the curriculum. Opponents
often raise the cry that with a test turdle all colleges soon will be teaching only to the tests. This
translates, they will argue, into all colleges teaching the same things, Their ability to be creative and
emphasize philosophic differences will be lessened, and the freedom to assert individuality will be lost.

While interesting in theory. most of these concerns are not very soundly based on demonstrable

practical events. The competency tests proposed in Georgia, for example, are designed to measure the

prospective teacher's knowledge of skills and understandings as those skills are to kie taught in the areas

and bor the grades lor which the teacher is seeking certification. Defined this way. the tf Ms arc
sufficiently min mal to permit the colleges to add considerably more to their teacher education
programs and, il wouraged. the., will, Teaching to the test could be a problem, but is easily avoidable

and can he reathl di-Mimi/ed. This threat should never be enough to cause one to back off.

l'he -teaching to the test" a.rgu ment is rather comlyonly raised in educational circles but not nearly so

much in other I ields, such as law and medicine, where there hai, been longer experience with certifying

or licensing examinations. Finall , some degree of teaching to the test is exactly what the planners have

in mind, and kk hat is probably needed. Keep in mind that the current situation is the result of some fairly

clear e idenec that communications and mathematics skills are not being demonstrated by the teacher
candidates. It it takes a.te,t tor them to acquire these skills, then some teaching to it maybe just what the

doctor should order.

Wheee does higher education f t in?
Getting some pipeline improvements installed, much less getting theMio work, will take positive

involvement of ,key groups from the higher education sector within the state. Discussions with those
close to the planning tables in the five sample states suggest they recognize this, but a look at the hard

evidence ot active working involvement on the part of higher education in the plans indicates that it is

still spotty and, too often. superficial. The North Carolina approach appea rs strongest in this respect as

it shows direct and equal partner involvement of public higher education from the outset. In the North
Carolina model, there is a recognized reciprocity of roles among public higher education and the state

department and the schools. The family of questions that begins "If we do this. will youdo that?"seems

to be 'getting considered, and, most important , answered.

Legislatures ought not to interpret the phrase "involvement of higher education" so narrowly as to

cover just departments or schools of education. Much of the early work of all pi-ospective teachers

occurs in schools or colleges of arts and sciences. and many teachers will take a significant portion of

their work in business, the technologies, home economics, and many other specialized areas.
Consequently. the state plan should encourage presidents, chancellors, top-level academic vice-
presidents, and dns to assist lacul4Fs 'outside the college of education to carry out their
responsibilities in the process.
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A teacher surplus poses enrollment and funding problems.
Enrollments in schools and departments of education have been dropping rather steadily, and in

some cases sharply, for the last few years. The major cause would seem to be the great publicity given to
the "teacher surplus." But, legislative leaders shoul4 be careful in handling the term "teacher surplus"
it's a slippery concept, as can be seen in Georgia. As mentioned earlier, Georgia has not been ina surplus
condition for some years, if one defines the situation in terms of the'gap between the number of local
teachers pAauced and vacant positions. As noted, the net result of the 1979 actions wai to go from a
small defiit to one of major size within a matter of mohths.

The question of whether a state has or does not have a surplus may depend on the locality within the
state or the teaching speciality. For instance, in several states where there isa generarteacher surplus,"
significant deficits of vocational teacher! also exist, and have existed for several yeats. lob prospects in

,4

those specific teacher fields are very good, if one is willing to relocate to that mite. If the teacher
production pipeline is modified to further restrict in r.umber or quantity, those who enter the collves
and universities or, at a later point, restrict the numbers entering the professional education sequence, a
further downturn oft ents in schools and departments of education is very likely, ertainkv in the
short run. But this a shb t run that could last five years or more. .ess

-Since these coll ges Arefun on enrollment-driven formulas, this enrollment slow-down will cause
them to drop facul y teaching positions. Without some special protection, universities might Ise forced
to drop new, younger, and in many cases, better education professors from their payrolls,as the
enrollment-based funding will not permit them the resourpes to retain these individuals. Existing tenure
and seniority practices will usually mean "last in/first out" when the enrollment drops. Special funting
provisions may need to be established to guard against this possibility or targeted suppott might te
given to programs that encourage more healthy approachesio resolving the downturn problem. More
attractive retirement options might enable a universify to encourage selective retirements and, in the
process, maintain t heir strongest cadre of education faculty.

Another approach emphasizing a specified period of special funding for education programs on a
program rather than enrollment base mipt be instituted. This would seek to avoid precipitant losses
and enable the ipstitution througti attrition over time to move to a more stable and stronger base. As a
further compliliting problem, itl will be necessary to devote some additional resources and much
administrative attention to the re-education and renewal of some existing education faculty who are not
as much in touch with the demands of the contemporary school as is desirable.

Racial balance will present special diffllukies.
The pia n should address the question of how the states LI11 maintain or improve racia,1 balance within

the pools 01 employed and practicing teachers. So far the test performance results in all states make
clear that the impsts4ion of new and higher standards will result initially in much greater numbers of
black candidates failMg to meet the new standards. Proposed interitn solutions are waivers of score
re*quirements, or permitting hiring discrepancies within certain set limits Thes Id be considered
only temporary solutions as states move to reach an equitable racial mix in the r credentialed. teacher
force.

-
Policies will have t peak to the upgrading and suppOrt of developmental education programs,

special courses of study during pre-service or in-service rriods at both the pre-professional and
psolessional levels, and the like. The support given to ate tification changes in the SR EB
states by blacks is clearly built on the expectation that the cha geswillenefit their children. and, bengfit
them reasonably soon. An initial price to pay will be a dimirtished number of black teachers certified.
1 his is, within limits apparently tolerable. but that cost cannot go on too long or we easily can expetta
turnaround of that black support. In the long term, it is of considerable importance that the current

ide gap between the performance of prospective black and white teachers tx eliminated. Each year
greater numbers 01 young blacks will enter into the middle class structure with increased and elevated
options and should not and cannot be shut off from career options due to weaknesses which can be
re med led .
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Research can tell how it's working.
The plan raust provide for a supportive research program. Without this, neither the program

administrators nor the legislature will be able to tell if the new approach is working at all, where it is

strong or weak, what its real costs are, what trade-offs have been involved that were not initially evident,

and what needs ,to be done to.673-nitor, finedame, and make the process more efficient. The research

program should incorporate quality control checks; studies of student flow jwho enters, moves
through, or lepes,the process at each critical stage), teacher prod tntion relative to supply and demand

Ads, and predictive connections among the several tests; and the assessments and evaluations at the

various levels of the process. In sum, t he research program must provide answers to such questions as:

What difference h s the new system made? Is it worth it? Cali we get the same or better results for less

cost? In the lon e m how will this shape the total educational system?

Will better rewards yield better teachers?

Changes in the pipeline by additrg to or tightening thp key filters along the process probably will not,

in and of themselves, change drastically the quality of teachers produced. The history of other
professions is clear on this point. While a more vigorous, demanding, and inteliectually stimulating

process wilt isract better students, it is the reward at the end Of the process that will make the final goal

sought, and ihe process tolerated, by the b4tter students. Then they, in.turn, will be the examples that

encourage other students to work hard to meet the new standards, Until salaries are raised, workipg

conditions improved, frustrations reltuced, and societal recognition and respect moved upward,
supplies of the new quality teacher will probably contintie to be low. Or, following this sposm of quality

consciousness, standards will dip to a point where the needed numbers are passed through the pipeline.

This situation presents the usual chicken and egg problein eor the legislature and other public policy-

makers. Do you raise rewards before quality improves to attract better pear& or do you wait untilqual-

ity improves before the rewards are raised to recognize the actual qua/ity gained? Past history suggests

moving the twoalong in a planned and supportive way, but the first step will probably have to begetting

the rewards up, even if this means, initially, rewarding some people whose quality is not quite what it

should be. Early research that the legislature might request Would be a market study jo determine the

critical elements in a teaching career which mould have to be. .,odified to attract better quality teachers

and hold those present good teachers who, together and ovCr time, would form a qualitatively stronger

work force. This research must cover prospective teachers or those students in general who have the

prerequislte skills and interests one would like to see applied to teaching. Surveys of only thosc teachers

already in place might bc of limited help. Marketplace rewarch could provide the kgislature with a

better idea pf the long-tsrm cost implications of screening and renumerative alternatives and needed

policy modifications, such as the ttention devoted to reducing 'discipline goblems within the
schools, unquestionably a major factor in' repelling prospective teachers and urging otherwise good

ones out early.

The principal plays a key role.

Any administrator of educational institutions who has studied for.any length of time the question of

why some school's seem to be more effective or productive an others will have little trouble identifying

the key role played by the top local-level administrator- -the principal. Unless thc principal is well-

trained, skilled in managing resources, and able to functiorr as an intellectual leader and curriculum

implementer, then the collection of Aills and taleins within a school will not be pulled together in a way

that, brings the maximum benefit to thc student. Unleis a state addresses this problem with the same

vigoi and attention devoted to the certification of teachers, it is headed toward disappointment and will

waste energy and funds.

The whole process of trying to get more quality into teachers will not work on behalf ol students and'

society unless much more attention is paid to the crucial role ol the school principal. None of the state

plans developed so far are very clear on this point. Georgia is building c9rnpetency tests tor
administrators but little is said in the approach about the performance evallition of these individuals.
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Thc North Carolina itlan makes no specific reference to the issue--a point that has already been noted
by participants in some of the public hearings in North Carolina on the plan. Florida has passed abIll
calling for the establishment of a training program for administrators, but it is not clear-how much of
this training win be u) develop a curriculum or academic manager vessus,a virtuoso of the cafeteria
money or a manager of a motor pool and sports areoa. What arc the criteria against which a principal
should be measured? How does the proposed course fit these needS? A.nd what form does on-the-job
evaluation take? Until there are good answers to.these questions. it is not possible to know wbether the
program is a training program or a time filler.

Opportunities for Cooperative Action
The SREB states seem to be moving briskly, if unevenly, toward a still loosely defi-ned common

goal the improvement of teacher 'quality, If they move totally independently of each other, th'ey run
the risk of red iscoveririg the wheel rnarly times over, repeating nlistakes needlessly, and spending much
more for the development of a tool-or service than would be required if the cost or experience were
shared. In this situation, ehe states might wisely consider how cooper7ative undertakings mi ht be
developed to reduce end-product cost and lessen expenditures of time, funds, and talent. Ckefufly
developed, much could occur in cooperative settings that would in. no way infrin he very
legitimate. demand that each state deyeloo a unique and individualized pipeline that fits its own
situation best, Some of the possible coverative efforts include:

Create a regional exchange io share information
on plans, progress and ?accomplishments.

n jii arrangement of' representatives from each state could provide a swill,, timely, and q'uite
low-cost mechanism for learning from each other. Special reports or state-of-the-art paper, might he
generated to aid all h o are involved in refashioning their state pipelines. Instead of rediscovering the
v, heel, each state might end up with a, much rounder- one/

Undertake multi-state effort to define
key competencies and performance objectives.

-

Some states could Willi on work already begun in other states,,Significam sit% ngs m time and cost.
plus improved opportumty for checking the reliability and, transferability of concepts, should he
present in such a cooperative undertaking.

Jointly develop item pools or performance indicators.
,Why shoUld each state Tins that a sizable amount of money has been spent to develop an item bank

tor a particular competency that, wh completed. looked just like the item bank of a neighboring staten
1 or a quite similarly di.ti,neti compet

)
ncy? Cooperative building of item banks for commonly defined

competencies does not mean each state will end up with thesame tesk For example, Alabama might get
its unique test by selecting competency numbers 1 through 10. while Georgia prefer a test containing
competency numbers 5 through rik

Pursue cooperative research efforts.
All, states will want to do studies of student flow through their pipelines. Use ofcommon research

models and data co117.ction devices coukkgreatly assist id the interpretation and use of each other's
experience. Each year thousands of teachers, prospective and veteran, move back and forth across state
lines. Studies of this mobility, and of the effect of certification processes on who moves where and which
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state gets what, arc needed now and will grow as each state moves in it own way to shore up its
qualitative requirements.

The list of p*sibilities that are growing out of this shared interegt in teacher quality is long. What is
crystal clear toiay'is that it this cooperative effort is to be pursued and used most fruitfully, it must
begin now. In a short time it ill be too late for the cooperative approach to be the powerful tool it is

now, '

The goal of the teacher pipeline as not changed in SO years. Each year or so we have made

adjustments in the dimensions of our goals the numbers of teachers, the time to produce; the cost we
are willing to pay, and the quality level we will accept at the end. nie pipeline is changing again, this
time ostensibly in the directiion of higher quality output Will the changes being designed in the
legislative bodies and state departments of the South have that effect? It's too early to tell, but the
changes peoposed solar have a better chance of doing it than anything tried in the last 20 years. Wilt it
go far enough? There is not yettevidence to be seise. It could be another flash in the pan. Whether 10.411
do much or little depends on how serious the ltates are about recogniAnianiNealizing that it is a-
pipeline troblem with todas childrenas the raw material input and their children as the beneficiaries

s or victims of what' is decided now. It is not a problem of one-test, one-time credentialing alone.

t\
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